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ALMOST SQUARE DUAL BANACH SPACES
TROND A. ABRAHAMSEN, PETR HA´JEK, AND STANIMIR TROYANSKI
Abstract. We show that finite dimensional Banach spaces fail to
be uniformly non locally almost square. Moreover, we construct an
equivalent almost square bidual norm on ℓ∞. As a consequence we
get that every dual Banach space containing c0 has an equivalent
almost square dual norm. Finally we characterize separable real
almost square spaces in terms of their position in their fourth duals.
1. Introduction
A Banach space X with unit sphere SX is said to be
(a) almost square (ASQ) if for every ε > 0 and every finite set
(xi)
n
i=1 ⊂ SX there exists h ∈ SX such that
‖xi ± h‖ ≤ 1 + ε for every i = 1, . . . , n.
(b) locally almost square (LASQ) if for every ε > 0 and every x ∈
SX there exists h ∈ SX such that
‖x± h‖ ≤ 1 + ε.
These notions were introduced in [ALL16] and have later on been con-
sidered in several papers, among others [BGLPRZ16], [GLRZ17], and
[LLRZ17]. The ASQ property is connected to the intersection prop-
erty, introduced by Harmand and Behrends in [BH85] when studying
proper M-ideals. A Banach space has the intersection property (IP) if
for every ε > 0 there are (xi)
n
i=1 ⊂ X with ‖xi‖ < 1 for i = 1, . . . , n
such that ‖xi − h‖ ≤ 1 implies ‖h‖ ≤ ε. The connection is that a
Banach space is ASQ if and only if it fails the IP for all 0 < ε < 1
[ALL16, Proposition 6.1]. The main result in the present paper is that
there exists a dual (in fact bidual) ASQ space. As corollaries we simul-
taneously answer in the positive a question from [ALL16, Question 6.6]
(later posed in [BGLPRZ16, p. 1039] and [GLRZ17, p. 130]) whether
ASQ spaces can be dual, and in the negative a question from [BH85,
p. 167] whether a space that can never be a proper M-ideal must have
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the IP. The latter follows since, as noted in [BH85, p. 167], dual spaces
can never be proper M-ideals.
Let us now provide some background on ASQ and LASQ spaces.
A typical example of an ASQ space is c0. Just take the h in the def-
inition to be a standard unit vector en with big enough n. The rea-
son why this works is that functions in c0 have a common zero at
infinity. That of “having a common zero” is in some sense a generi-
cal feature of the vectors in ASQ spaces while for LASQ spaces it is
that of “having a zero”. The latter can be exemplified by the space
X = {f ∈ C[0, 1] : f(0) = −f(1)} (As usual C[0, 1] denotes the space
of continuous functions on the unit interval with the max-norm). In X
all functions have a zero, but in this space two different functions can
certainly have different zeros, so X is LASQ, but not ASQ [ALL16,
Example 3.7].
Both ASQ and LASQ spaces possess diameter two properties, so
they belong to a class of spaces which, in a sense, is diametrically
opposed to the class of spaces with the Radon-Nikodym property. If a
Banach space X is ASQ, then all finite convex combinations of slices of
the unit ball BX of X have diameter two [ALL16, Proposition 2.5 and
Theorem 1.3], and if X is LASQ then all slices of BX have diameter two
[Kub14, Proposition 2.5]. Recall that a closed subspace X of Banach
space Z is an M-ideal in Z provided there exists some Banach space Y
such that Z∗ = Y ⊕1X
⊥ where X⊥ is the annihilator ofX (see the book
[HWW93] for the theory of M-ideals). A non-reflexive space which is
an M-ideal in its bidual (i.e. an M-embedded space) is ASQ [ALL16,
Corollary 4.3], so the class of ASQ spaces is quite big and in fact quite
a lot bigger than the class of non-reflexive M-embedded spaces. Take
e.g. c0(ℓ1), the c0-sum of ℓ1. This space is ASQ by using the same idea
as for c0, but the space is not M-embedded since the property of being
M-embedded is inherited by subspaces [HWW93, III.1.Theorem 1.6].
However, because of its c0-like nature, it is perhaps not so surprising
that ASQ spaces happen to share several properties by non-reflexive
M-embedded spaces. E.g. besides having quite strong diameter two
properties, they contain copies of c0 and are stable by taking c0-sums
[ALL16, Lemma 2.6 and Example 3.1]. Non-reflexive M-embedded
spaces are never dual spaces, and the same is true for a large class of
ASQ spaces. For example, weakly compactly generated dual spaces are
never ASQ [ALL16, p. 1564]. Moreover, in [BGLPRZ16, Theorem 2.5]
it was shown that if you put constraints on the vectors h in (a) in the
definition of an ASQ space, then the space can never be dual. More
precisely it was shown that if a Banach space X satisfies that for any
δ > 0 there exists a set (hγ)γ⊂Γ ⊂ SX such that
(a) for every ε > 0 and x1, . . . , xn ∈ SX there exists γ ∈ Γ such
that ‖xi ± hγ‖ ≤ 1 + ε for every i = 1, . . . , n, and
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(b) for every finite subset F of Γ and any choice of signs ξγ ∈
{1,−1} we have ‖
∑
γ∈F ξγhγ‖ ≤ 1 + δ,
then it cannot be a dual space. Such a space is said to be unconditional
almost square (UASQ). Among UASQ spaces we find separable ASQ
spaces [BGLPRZ16, Corollary 2.4]. In [BGLPRZ16, Question 6.1] it
was left open whether dual ASQ spaces are UASQ. Our construction
of a dual ASQ space answers also this in the negative.
Let us now describe the content of the paper. In Section 2 we show
that finite dimensional Banach spaces with a fixed dimension are uni-
formly non LASQ, but we construct examples showing that this it not
so if you allow the dimensions to grow.
In Section 3 the technique developed in Section 2 for finite dimen-
sional spaces is refined to construct an equivalent bidual ASQ norm
on ℓ∞. This in turn is used to show that every dual Banach space
containing c0 admits an equivalent dual ASQ norm.
In Section 4 we characterize separable real ASQ spaces in terms of
their position in their fourth dual.
2. Finite dimensional spaces
We start this section by showing that for a fixed dimension, finite
dimensional spaces are uniformly non LASQ.
Proposition 2.1. Given n ∈ N. Then there exists δ > 0 such that for
all Banach spaces X with dimension n, there exists x ∈ SX such that
for all h ∈ SX we have
max ‖x± h‖ ≥ 1 + δ.(1)
Proof. We can assume that X = Rn with any given norm ‖ · ‖. We
will show that there exists x ∈ SX such that (1) holds for any positive
δ ≤ (1 + n−1)1/2 − 1. To prove this we use [FHH+11, Theorem 6.22]
that there exists an ellipsoid J of minimal volume such that
n−1/2J ⊂ BX ⊂ J,(2)
i.e.
‖x‖J ≤ ‖x‖ ≤ n
1/2‖x‖J ,(3)
where ‖ · ‖J denotes the Euclidian norm on X we get when using J
as the unit ball. We have SX ∩ ∂J 6= ∅ where ∂J = {(xi)
n
i=1 ∈ X :∑n
i=1 x
2
i = 1} ⊂ J since otherwise J could not be of minimal volume.
Take x ∈ SX ∩ ∂J. Then for h ∈ SX we have
max ‖x± h‖2 ≥ max ‖x± h‖2J
= max{‖x‖2J + ‖h‖
2
J ± 2 〈x, h〉}
≥ ‖x‖2J + (n
−1/2‖h‖)2
≥ ‖x‖2J + n
−1‖h‖2 = 1 + n−1,
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so max ‖x± h‖ ≥ (1 + n−1)1/2 ≥ 1 + δ. 
If you allow the dimensions of the finite dimensional spaces to grow,
the conclusion of Proposition 2.1 is no longer true. Indeed, we will
construct finite dimensional spaces for which, roughly speaking, the
corners of the unit balls flattens out as the dimensions grow. Let us in-
troduce some notation and definitions that we need. By (ej)
∞
j=1 denote,
as usual, the standard unit vectors in c00 (the vector space of finitely
supported vectors). Let k, n,m ∈ N with k ≤ n ≤ m and set
An =
{
1
n
∑
j∈A
e∗j ∈ ℓ
m
1 : A ⊆ {1, . . . , m}, |A| = n
}
,
Bk =
{
1
k
e∗j ∈ ℓ
m
1 : j = 1, . . . , m
}
,
where ℓm1 denotes the vector space R
m with the ℓ1-norm. Put Ck,n :=
Bk ∪An. Define ‖ · ‖k,n : ℓ
m
∞ → R by
‖f‖k,n = sup
x∈Ck,n
|f(x)|,(4)
where
f(x) =
{
n−1
∑
j∈suppx fj, x ∈ An,
k−1fj , x = k
−1e∗j ∈ Bk.
Clearly ‖ · ‖k,n is a norm on ℓ
m
∞ satisfying
k−1‖f‖∞ ≤ ‖f‖k,n ≤ ‖f‖∞.(5)
Put Fk,n := (ℓ
m
∞, ‖ · ‖k,n).
Lemma 2.2. Let k, n,m ∈ N with k2 ≤ n and m = 2n. Let f ∈ Fk,n
of norm 1. Then there is h ∈ Fk,n of norm 1 such that
‖f ± h‖k,n ≤ 1 +
1
k
.(6)
Proof. Let f ∈ SFk,n. We want to find h ∈ SFk,n such that
‖f ± h‖k,n ≤ 1 +
1
k
.
To this end note that by the pigeonhole principle there is a subset E
of {1, 2, . . . , m} with cardinality ≥ n on which f has the same sign.
Assume without loss of generality that f is non-negative here. Since
for any x ∈ An with supp x ⊆ E we have
1 = ‖f‖k,n ≥ |f(x)| =
1
n
∑
j∈suppx
|fj|,(7)
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there exists l ∈ E such that 0 ≤ fl ≤ 1. Now, let h = kel. Then
‖f ± h‖k,n = max{ sup
x∈Bk
|(f ± h)(x)|, sup
x∈Cn
|(f ± h)(x)|}
= max
{
sup
j∈N
|fj ± kel(e
∗
j)|
k
, sup
x∈Cn
|
∑
j∈suppx fj ± kel(e
∗
j )|
n
}
≤ max
{
max
{
sup
j 6=l
|fj |
k
,
|fl|+ k
k
}
, sup
x∈Cn
|
∑
j∈suppx fj ± kel(e
∗
j )|
n
}(8)
≤ max
{
1 + k
k
,
|
∑
j∈suppx fj)|
n
+
k
n
}
≤ max
{
1 +
1
k
, 1 +
k
n
}
≤ 1 +
1
k
,
as wanted. 
Remark 2.3. Note that we could get (6) in Lemma 2.2 to hold for any
given number N of norm 1 vectors simply by choosing the dimension
m = m(N) of the space Fk,n to be sufficiently big.
3. A bidual ASQ norm on ℓ∞
An alert reader will have noticed that the lower isomorphism con-
stant in (5) changes as the dimension grow. In order to construct an
equivalent bidual ASQ norm on ℓ∞ we want to avoid this. Thus we
need to refine a bit the technique developed in the previous section.
Fix k ∈ N such that k ≥ 2. For n ∈ N let En = {2
n, . . . , 2n+1 − 1}
and Cn = {2
−1e∗l ± 2
−1e∗m ∈ ℓ1 : l, m ∈ En, l 6= m}. For N ∈ N let
AN =
{
1
N
∑
j∈A
e∗j ∈ ℓ1 : A ⊂ N, |A| = kN
}
B =
{
1
k
e∗j ∈ ℓ1 : j ∈ N
}
.
C = ∪∞n=1Cn.
Put DN := C ∪B ∪ AN . Define ‖ · ‖N : ℓ∞ → R by
‖f‖N = sup
x∈DN
|f(x)|,(9)
where
f(x) =


N−1
∑
j∈suppx fj, x ∈ AN ,
k−1fj , x = k
−1e∗j ∈ B,
2−1fl ± 2
−1fm, x = 2
−1e∗l ± 2
−1e∗m ∈ C,
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when f = (fj). Clearly ‖·‖N is a norm. Moreover, note that for f ∈ ℓ∞
we have
k−1‖f‖∞ ≤ ‖f‖N ≤ k‖f‖∞,(10)
so ‖ · ‖N is an equivalent norm on ℓ∞ for which the isomorphism con-
stants are fixed and independent of N. Moreover, the norm is bidual.
Lemma 3.1. The space (ℓ∞, ‖ · ‖N) is the bidual of (c0, ‖ · ‖N).
Proof. Note that (ej)
∞
j=1 is a basis for (c0, ‖·‖N) which is monotone and
shrinking. Thus (c0, ‖ · ‖N)
∗∗ can be identified with space of sequences
f = (fj)
∞
j=1 such that ‖f‖ = supK ‖
∑K
j=1 fjej‖N < ∞. Now observe
that
‖f‖ = sup
K
‖
K∑
j=1
fjej‖N = sup
N
‖PKf‖N
= sup
K
sup
x∈DN
|PKf(x)| = lim
K
sup
x∈DN
|PKf(x)| = ‖f‖N ,
where PK denotes the projection on ℓ∞ that projects vectors onto their
first K coordinates. 
Put XN := (c0, ‖ · ‖N) and X
∗∗
N := (c0, ‖ · ‖N)
∗∗ = (ℓ∞, ‖ · ‖N). We
will need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. For N ∈ N, ε > 0, and (f i)Ki=1 ⊂ SX∗∗N , there exists n ∈ N
and distinct l, m ∈ En such that
(a) |f ij | ≤ k
−1 for all j ∈ En and i ∈ {1, . . . , K},
(b) |f il − f
i
m| < ε for all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
Proof. Let ε > 0. Note that from the definiton of the norm each f i has
only finitely many coordinates (< 2kN) of absolute value > k−1. Thus
there exists n0 ≥ 2 such that (a) holds for all n ≥ n0. Now choose an
integer p > n0 such that 2k
−1/ε < p. By the pigeonhole principle we
can choose n1 > p such that |f
1
l − f
1
m| < ε for at least p
K different
pairs of distinct integers l and m in En1 . Now again by the pigeonhole
principle (b) must hold for at least one of these pairs. 
Let us prove that X∗∗N is getting closer and closer to being ASQ as
N grows. Still it is not LASQ for any even number N ≥ k.
Lemma 3.3. Let N ∈ N and (f i)Ki=1 ⊂ SX∗∗N . Then there is h ∈ SXN
such that
‖f i ± h‖N ≤ 1 +
1
N
for every i = 1, . . . , K. Nevertheless, if N is an even number ≥ k, then
XN is not LASQ.
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Proof. Find n ∈ N such that the conclusion in Lemma 3.2 holds for
ε = N−1. Put h = el − em. Then 1 ≥ ‖h‖N ≥ h(2
−1el − 2
−1em) = 1, so
‖h‖N = 1. Note that
mC := sup
x∈C
|(f i ± h)(x)| = max
{
sup
x∈Cn
suppx∩{l,m}6=∅
|(f i ± h)(x)|, sup
x∈C
supp x∩{l,m}=∅
|f i(x)|
}
≤ max
{
max |(f i ± h)(2−1e∗l ± 2
−1e∗m)|, max
j∈En\{l,m}
p∈{l,m}
|(f i ± h)(2−1e∗j ± 2
−1e∗p)|, ‖f
i‖N
}
= max
{
max |(2−1(f il ± 1)± 2
−1(f im ∓ 1)|, max
j∈En\{l,m}
p∈{l,m}
|(2−1f ij ± 2
−1(f ip ± 1)|, 1
}
≤ max
{
max{k−1, 1 + 2−1ε}, k−1 + 2−1, 1
}
= 1 + 2−1N−1,
mB := sup
x∈B
{|(f i ± h)(x)| = max{ sup
j 6=l,m
k−1|f ij |, k
−1 max
j=l,m
|f ij ± 1|}
≤ k−1max{‖f i‖N , 1 + k
−1} ≤ 1,
and
mAN := sup
x∈AN
|(f i ± h)(x)|
= max
{
sup
x∈AN
suppx∩{l,m}6=∅
|(f i ± h)(x)|, sup
x∈AN
suppx∩{l,m}=∅
|f i(x)|
}
≤ max{1 +N−1, 1} = 1 +N−1.
Thus
‖f i ± h‖N = sup{|(f
i ± h)(x)| : x ∈ DN}
= max
{
sup
x∈C
|(f i ± h)(x)|, sup
x∈B
|(f i ± h)(x)|, sup
x∈AN
|(f i ± h)(x)|
}
≤ max{mC , mB, mAN} ≤ 1 +N
−1
for every i = 1, . . . , K.
The LASQ part: Let E ⊂ N with |E| = N/2 such that E ∩ E1 = ∅
and |E ∩ En| = 1 for all 2 ≤ n ≤ N/2 + 1. Put f =
∑
j∈E 2ej. Then
f has norm 1. Let 0 < ε < 1/3N and assume there is h ∈ SXN such
that ‖f ± h‖ ≤ 1 + ε. We claim that for every 2 ≤ n ≤ N/2 + 1, every
l, j ∈ En with j 6= l and l ∈ En ∩ E, we have |hl| + |hj | ≤ 2ε. In
particular |hj| ≤ 2ε. Indeed, let x = 2
−1(e∗l ± e
∗
j) ∈ Cn. Then
1 + ε ≥ max ‖f ± h‖
≥ max(f ± h)(x)
≥ 2−1(2 + |hl|+ |hm|) = 1 + 2
−1(|hl|+ |hj|),
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so |hl|+ |hj| ≤ 2ε and thus |hj| ≤ 2ε. Hence for every 2 ≤ n ≤ N/2+1
and every x = 2−1(e∗l ± e
∗
m) ∈ Cn we have
|h(x)| ≤ 2−1(|hl|+ |hm|) ≤ 2ε,
and for x = k−1e∗j where j ∈ En we have
|h(x)| ≤ 2εk−1.
Also for x = N−1
∑
j∈E e
∗
j we have
|h(x)| = |N−1
∑
j∈E
hj | ≤ N
−1
∑
j∈E
|hj| ≤ N
−1N2ε/2 = ε.
Thus we have three possibilities;
(a) there exists y ∈ AN such that |h(y)| = |N
−1
∑
j∈A hj | = 1, or
(b) there exists y ∈ B such that |h(y)| = |hj|/k = 1, or
(c) there exists n ≥ N/2+2 and y ∈ Cn for which h(y) = 2
−1(|hl|+
|hm|) = 1.
Case (a): We must have |N−1
∑
j∈A\E hj | ≥ 1 − ε. Since |A \ E| ≥
(2k − 1)N/2, there must exist a subset A1 ⊂ A \ E with |A1| = kN −
N/2 = (2k−1)N/2 such that |N−1
∑
j∈A1
hj| ≥ 1−ε−1/(2k−1). Put
A2 = E ∪A1 and x = N
−1
∑
j∈A2
e∗j . Then
1 + ε ≥ ‖f ± h‖
≥ (f ± h)(x)
≥ N−1max
{∑
j∈A2
fj + hj ,
∑
j∈A2
fj − hj
}
= N−1max
{∑
j∈E
fj ±
(∑
j∈E
hj +
∑
j∈A1
hj
)}
≥ max
{
1±N−1
(∑
j∈E
hj +
∑
j∈A1
hj
)}
≥ 1− ε+ 1− ε− 1/(2k − 1),
which implies that ε ≥ 2/9 > 1/3N , a contradiction.
Case (b): This is similar to Case (c).
Case (c): Either |hl| ≥ 1 or |hm| ≥ 1. Assume |hl| ≥ 1. Put El =
E ∪ {l} and let E0 ⊂ N \ El such that A := El ∪ E0 satisfies |A| =
kN and N−1
∑
j∈E0
|hj| < ε. (This is possible as h ∈ c0.) For x :=
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N−1
∑
j∈A e
∗
j ∈ AN we get
1 + ε ≥ ‖f ± h‖
≥ (f ± h)(x)
= N−1max
{∑
j∈A
fj + hj ,
∑
j∈A
fj − hj
}
= N−1max
{∑
j∈E
fj ±
{∑
j∈E
hj + hl +
∑
j∈E0
hj
)}
= N−1max
{
N ±
(∑
j∈E
hj + hl +
∑
j∈E0
hj
)}
= max
{
1±N−1
(∑
j∈E
hj + hl +
∑
j∈E0
hj
)}
≥ 1− ε+N−1 − ε = 1 +N−1 − 2ε,
which implies that ε ≥ 1/3N, a contradiction. 
Let X := c0(XN) where the Ns are even numbers. Then X
∗∗ =
ℓ∞(X
∗∗
N ). Let P{N} : X
∗∗ → X∗∗ be the natural projection onto X∗∗N .
Now we can finally prove our main result.
Theorem 3.4. There exists a bidual renorming of ℓ∞ which is ASQ.
Proof. The space X∗∗ satisfies the demands. Indeed, for the ASQ part
let ε > 0 and (f i)Ki=1 ⊂ SX∗∗ . Choose M > 1/ε. From Lemma 3.3 there
exists for all i = 1, . . . , K an h ∈ SXM such that ‖P{M}f
i ± h‖M ≤
1 + 1/M. Thus
‖f i ± h‖ = max
{
sup
N 6=M
‖P{N}f
i‖N , ‖P{M}f
i ± h‖M
}
≤ 1 +
1
M
< 1 + ε,
as wanted.
That X∗∗ is isomorphic to ℓ∞, follows since X is isomorphic to c0.
Indeed, define an operator T : X → c0 in the following way. For
x = (xN) ∈ X let
T (x) = (x1(1), x2(1), x1(2), x2(2), x3(1), . . .).
Clearly T is a linear isomorphism since all the ‖·‖N norms are equivalent
with the same constants. 
Remark 3.5. From the construction we see that there exists a bidual
ASQ Banach space which is isomorphic to ℓ∞ such that k in (10) is
= 2. Whether this constant is best possible we do not know.
Corollary 3.6. The space X is ASQ, but not M-embedded.
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Proof. That X is ASQ follows from the proof of Theorem 3.4 (or one
can simply use that a c0 sum of Banach spaces is always ASQ). More-
over, all subspaces of an M-embedded space are M-embedded [HWW93,
III.1.Theorem 1.6]. Since by Lemma 3.3 not all component spaces XN
are LASQ, and thus not M-embedded [ALL16, Theorem 4.2], X is not
M-embedded. 
As consequences we now get the following renorming results.
Theorem 3.7. A dual Banach space admits a dual ASQ norm if and
only if it contains an isomorphic copy of c0.
Proof. If (Y ∗, ‖ · ‖) contains c0, then Y contains a complemented sub-
space Z isomorphic to ℓ1 which in turn is isomorphic to X
∗ where
X = c0(XN). Let W be the complement of Z in Y. Then Y is isomor-
phic toW ⊕1X
∗. Hence Y ∗ is isomorphic to (W ⊕1X
∗)∗ = W ∗⊕∞X
∗∗
which clearly is ASQ as X∗∗ is. 
This improves [BGLPRZ16, Theorem 2.5] which says that the result
above holds for ASQ norms (not necessarily dual norms).
Theorem 3.8. Every separable Banach space which contains c0 admits
an equivalent norm such that its bidual (and thus the space itself) is
ASQ.
Proof. Let Y be a separable Banach space which contains c0. By Sobczyk’s
theorem there exists a complemented subspace V of Y which is isomor-
phic to c0. Let Z be the complement of V. Then
Y = Z ⊕ V ≃ Z ⊕∞ c0 ≃ Z ⊕∞ X,
where X = c0(XN). Thus
X∗∗ ≃ (Y ⊕∞ X)
∗∗ = Y ∗∗ ⊕∞ X
∗∗,
which is ASQ. 
Remark 3.9. From Theorem 3.8 we have in particular that every sep-
arable ASQ space admits an equivalent norm for which the bidual is
ASQ. This result is in analogy with the recent result from [LLP] (partly
answering a question of Godefroy) that every separable octahedral Ba-
nach spaces admits an equivalent norm for which the bidual is octahe-
dral (see Section 4 for the definition of an octahedral space).
4. A characterization of separable real ASQ spaces
Let us end the paper with a characterization of separable real ASQ
spaces. The characterization is in the same vein as following result of
Godefroy from [God89, p. 12].
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a separable Banach space. Then the following
are equivalent.
(a) X is octahedral.
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(b) There exists h ∈ X∗∗ \ {0} such that for all x ∈ X we have
‖x+ h‖ = ‖x‖+ ‖h‖.
Recall that a Banach space is octahedral if for every for ε > 0 and
every finite set (xi)
n
i=1 ⊂ SX there is h ∈ SX such that ‖xi±h‖ ≥ 2−ε
for every i = 1, . . . , n.
Proposition 4.2. Let X be a separable real Banach space. Then the
following are equivalent.
(a) X is ASQ.
(b) There exists h ∈ X∗∗∗∗ \ {0} such that for all x ∈ X
‖x+ h‖ = max{‖x‖, ‖h‖}
To prove it we need a lemma.
Lemma 4.3. In a separable ASQ space there exists a sequence (hn) ⊂
SX such that for all x ∈ X
lim
n
‖x+ hn‖ = max{‖x‖, 1}.
Proof. Let (xi)
∞
i=1 be a dense subset of SX and (εn) a decreasing 0
sequence of positive numbers. Since X is ASQ we can for each n ∈ N
find hn ∈ SX such that
|‖xi ± hn‖ − 1| < εn for every i = 1, . . . , n.(11)
Then for all xi we have
‖xi ± hn‖ → 1.
Now let x ∈ SX arbitrarily and let ε > 0. Find xi such that ‖x−xi‖ <
ε/2 and N ∈ N (using (11)) such that εn < ε/2 for all n ≥ N . Then
for all n ≥ N we have
‖x± hn‖ ≤ ‖x− xi‖+ ‖xi − hn‖ < 1 + ε and
‖x± hn‖ ≥ ‖xi − hn‖ − ‖x− xi‖ > 1− ε,
and we are done. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. (a) ⇒ (b). Let (hn) ⊂ SX be the sequence
from Proposition 4.3. Note that the function τ : X → R given by
τ(x) = lim
n
‖x+ hn‖
defines a type with the property that τ(x) = max{‖x‖, 1}. Using this
fact it is straightforward to show that τ is a c0+-type, i.e.
τ(x) = lim
m
lim
n
‖x+ ahm + bhn‖
whenever a, b ≥ 0 and max{a, b} = 1. (Actually it holds for any a, b ∈ R
with max{|a|, |b|} = 1 so τ is an ℓ∞-type.) Thus by [Far88, Proposi-
tion 2.10], there exists h ∈ X∗∗∗∗ so that for all x ∈ X
τ(x) = ‖x+ h‖.
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It follows that for all x in X we have ‖x+ h‖ = max{‖x‖, 1}.
(b) ⇒ (a). This is straightforward using the Principle of Local Re-
flexivity twice. 
Remark 4.4. The vector h in Proposition 4.2 (b) cannot be in X∗∗
unless X contains ℓ1. This follows from [Mau83, Theorem].
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